What is my CDL Certification?

I drive interstate

- Drive interstate for the government and drive for another company
  I drive only in Wyoming but can drive interstate
  Have a federal SPE or waiver and drive interstate
- I do not use my CDL but want to keep it and can drive interstate

NI
Non-excepted Interstate

DOT Medical Certificate required

Drive interstate only for a government agency

- I drive only in Wyoming for a government agency but can drive interstate

EI
Excepted Interstate

No DOT Medical Certificate required for Driver Services

Drive only in Wyoming because of a medical restriction

- I drive only in Wyoming because of a medical restriction and drive for the government and another company

NA
Non-excepted Intrastate

DOT Medical Certificate required

Drive only in Wyoming because of a medical restriction and drive only for the government

EA
Excepted Intrastate

Medical Evaluation required

For more detailed information, visit our website at www.dot.state.wy.us or call the Customer Services Desk at 307-777-4800.
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